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During its most vigorous period, the Vienna Circle movement was, by and large, 
kept rather marginal by the political and academic forces in its European home; 
they tended to see it as a dangerous search, in the Enlightenment tradition, for a 
world conception that would be free from metaphysical illusions, free from the kind 
of clericalism that had a strangle-hold on state and university, and free from the 
romantic madness of the rising fascist ideology. The wonder, in fact, is that in its 
day, against such opposition, the Vienna Circle commanded adherence by such an 
array of distinguished intellectuals, even if they were only a small fraction of the 
total intelligentsia. 

By sharp contrast, remnants of the Vienna Circle group that migrated to the 
United States in many cases eventually found colleagues and university administra 
tions intrigued by and open to their continuing work. This essay, dealing with what 
was perhaps the most successful example of this transplantation into more accepting 
soil, bases itself on the personal eyewitness experience and selected documents in a 
particular case, that of the discussion group founded in Cambridge, Massachusetts; 
in fact it lasted fourteen years-two years longer than the official lifetime of the 
organized Vienna Circle in Europe (1924-1936). 

Moreover, we shall be touching on another asymmetry between the experiences 
in Europe and the U.S.A. The details of the actual meetings of the Circle in Vienna 
are still largely unpublished, whereas within the compass of this essay I can give at 
least a glimpse of the participants and topics of the meetings in Cambridge which I 
had the good fortune to attend, beginning during the time when I was still at the 
graduate-student level. 

I know of only two graduate students who were allowed at the original Circle's 
meetings in Vienna. One was Herbert Feigl, and the other a 20-year-old student of 
Hans Hahn, Rudolf Camap, and Moritz Schlick, named Kurt Goedel. We do know 
in general how the Circle tended to operate, both in its informal meetings and in the 
more formal Thursday sessions under Schlick. Thus Camap's pocket diary, kept at 
the University of Pittsburgh Library, has such entries as: 13 Nov. 1928, Discussed 

with Goedel in the Cafe from 5 to 9 pm, concerning foundations of mathematics. 
30 Nov.: Morning in the Arkadencafe with Goedel, Waismann, Feigl, Natkin. On 
another day, Cafe Reichsrat with Feigl, Goedel, Waismann, on Goedel 's discovery 
of the incompleteness of the System of the Principia Mathematica.And finally, on 
15 
Jan. 1931, Goedel presents his work to the full group in one of the closed sessions 
in Schlick's circle.1 

All such activities were stopped five years later by the country's highest author 
ities. But the Circle did not disappear entirely. Many of its members emigrated to 
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foreign countries where local scientists and scholars shared their ideas and fascina 
tions, at least to some degree, and joined them in the resumption of their meetings 
and debates. In his autobiography, W. V. Quine-wbo should know, because in fact 
be was a visitor to and speaker at the original Circle's meetings in Vienna in 1932- 
33, as well as a participant at the analogous meetings in the Boston area in the 1940s 
and '50s-wrote of those latter occasions that they could be called "a Vienna Circle 
in exile."2 

The United States was intellectually ready for the migration of the members of 
the cognate groups from Vienna, Prague, Berlin and other European centers such as 
Warsaw, Budapest, Paris, and Rome. It was prepared by virtue of the characteristic 
philosophical tradition associated with such names as C. S. Peirce, William James, 
and John Dewey. For example, Ernest Nagel in New York and Charles Morris in 
Chicago-both personally involved with the original Circle-were active hosts, 
and in the Boston area, there were sympathizers such as P. W. Bridgman, W. V. 
Quine, Dirk Struik, and Norbert Wiener. 

As it happened, Bridgman and Quine were effectively the local arrangements 
committee for the Fifth International Congress for the Unity of Science, a summit 
meeting of the Circle and its sympathizers, which was held at Harvard University 
from September 3 to 9, 1939-just as war was breaking out in Europe. In the Har 
vard Archive's Bridgman collection is the original list of the large number of ex 
pected speakers (Figure 1), and it indicates the distinguished group that met at that 
bewildering moment of history. As if to accentuate the different attitude awaiting 
them on that shore, the Congress participants were greeted by the president of the 
university, James B. Conant. (It may have helped that Conant regarded Bridgman 
highly, with whom he had even co- authored a paper during Conant's graduate stud 
ies.) Many who had crossed the ocean for this meeting were to remain in the U.S., 
for example, Richard von Mises, who had just completed his bookKleines Lehrbuch 
des Positivismus. Philipp Frank had come earlier from Prague to do a lecture tour of 
the U.S., and of course he also stayed on. Other ex-Europeans who were interested 
in what was then called a "scientific approach to philosophy" came to join them. 

Thus it came about that by the early 1940s there was in the Greater Boston area 
a critical mass of expatriates, including Leon Brillouin, Karl Deutsch, Giorgio de 
Santillana, Frank, Roman Jakobson, Gyorgy Kepes, Philippe LeCorbeiller, Wassily 
Leontief, George Uhlenbeck, Joseph Schumpeter, and Laszlo Tisza, all of whom 
later appeared on the roster of the meetings of the reconstituted Vienna Circle in 
Exile. (Herbert Feigl and Carnap-who had come earlier-and Hans Reichenbach 
also became centers of closely related groups in the U.S.A., far from Boston.) 

The spark plug for instituting these meetings in the Boston area was the physicist 
and philosopher Philipp Frank, later to be the biographer of Einstein, whom Frank 
succeeded when Einstein left the German University in Prague in 1912. Frank bad 
been a principal participant both of the predecessor of the movement (1908-1912) 
and later of the mature form of the Vienna Circle in the 1920s and '30s. From 1939 
on, he was a part-time lecturer on physics and philosophy at Harvard; but his burn 
ing urge to meet with like-minded discussants was undiminished. The drive to in- 
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terdisciplinarity, in the Unity of Science tradition of positivism-so emphasized 

by Otto Neurath's work on the International Encyclopedia of Unified Science 
was evident even in the name Frank gave the new meeting series: "Inter-scientific 
Discussion Group." (See Figure 2 for a typical letter of invitation.) The same at 
titude was evident also in the spread of competencies of the program committee 
members, and in the group's merciless striving for clarity, as in its announcement 
that on January 8, 1945, "Professor R. von Mises will lead a discussion on 'Sense 
and Nonsense in Modem Statistics.'" In the same spirit, the next meeting's invited 
speaker was Charles Morris, then in New York, who was asked to come and provide 
"precise terms for the often-made vague statements that scientists seek simplicity 
or economy in their theoretical work." 

The expectations for the performance by a speaker were evidently high, and 
the tolerance for any "quasi-mystical" attitude was low. This appears also from an 
earlier letter which has survived from that series, in which the philosopher C. J. 
Ducasse at Brown University wrote to Frank on October 4, 1944. The speaker of 
the previous evening had been the historian and philosopher of science, Giorgio de 
Santillana of MIT. In Ducasse's view, de Santillana had apparently shown signs of 
believing in a "quasi-mystical, unanalyzable sort of event." Ducasse's letter also 
indicates that the old aim of the Vienna Circle and its Ernst Mach Verein-to mis 
sionarize among the general public-was still alive, for Ducasse offered to write "a 
little book addressed to the general reader, under such title as 'What is Science?"'. 
In the invitation to him to present just such an idea for discussion, he was admon 
ished to keep in mind conveying to the public the idea of the unity of science, i.e., 
to "bring out the common elements in the methods used by scientists in different 
fields." That aim was of course an article of faith of the whole group throughout, 

harking back to the message in the Vienna Circle manifesto of 1929, Camap's Der 
logische Aujbau der Welt of 1928, the 1911 Manifesto of the Society for a Posi 
tivistic Philosophy, and even to a godfather of the whole movement, Ernst Mach 
himself. 

Let me insert here some autobiographical remarks which might be useful. When I 
arrived at Harvard in 1943, to work in the war-time laboratories and in the instruc 
tion of radar, I happened to be assigned a desk in a room in Jefferson Physical Lab 
oratory which primarily served as the office of Philipp Frank. Like everyone who 
met him, I admired this gentle scholar. He seemed to be a link in a charismatic chain 
going back to Ludwig Boltzmann, under whom he had started his PhD thesis, to his 
early patron Ernst Mach,3 and to his friend Einstein. At some point Frank invited 
me to attend these meetings of the Inter-scientific Discussion Group. When the war 
ended, I returned to my graduate studies, but also was promoted to be Secretary 
of the group, inheriting that office, together with the previous files, from a young 
associate of Norbert Wiener at MIT, Pesi Masani. 

The list of speakers and topics of the first few meetings of the group include the 
following: Giorgio de Santillana, "The Real Difficulties of Empiricism"; Talcott 
Parsons, "Psychoanalysis and the Theory of Social Systems"; Richard von Mises, 
"Science and Nonsense in Modem Statistics"; Norbert Wiener, "The Brain and the 
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Computing Machine"; George Wald, "Biology and Social Behavior"; C.J. Ducasse, 
"What is Science?"; John T. Edsall, "Stability and Flux in the Living Organism"; 
Y. K. Chao, "Symbology and the Chinese Language"; John T. Edsall, "Life Work 
of Dr. Walter Cannon, and Future Programs [of the group]"; Hudson Hoagland, R. 
W. D. King, and Wassily W. Leontief, "Relation of Hypothesis and Experiment in 
Different Sciences"; I. A. Richards, Samuel Beer, E. C. Kemble, P. LeCorbeiller, 
and E. S. Castle, "General Education." It is evident that there were no bounds to 
their curiosity. 

A feeling of the actual discussions that took place in such meetings may be con 
veyed by the Secretary's summary for Dec. 17, 1945, when the discussion, Jed by 
Leon Brillouin, Jeffrey Wyman and W. J. Crozier-the last of these a student of 
Jacques Loeb--was on "Living Organisms and the Second Principle of Thermody 
namics": 

 
Brillouin  pointed out that in many phenomena which are significant  for life, such as burning 

of coal, combustion of sugar, there is a kind of potential  mountain  which  prevents  reaction 

which occurs only  under "proper conditions." In all these cases the 2nd law gives  no infor 

mation about when the reaction will take place, nor how fast. 

Bridgman  raised the question  as to whether the systems considered in biology were ther 

modynamics systems-that is, macroscopic systems with methods of determining their tem 

perature, mass, etc. [Because of] the fact that the eye is excited  by only four or five photons, 

the delicate synthetic processes of the cell would suggest  that biological systems are not ther 

modynamical ones. 

How is a biological system defined? The relevance of the environment to biological phe 

nomena exhibits  the difficulty. Are the parts of a living cell alive? Where is the boundary line 

between  the living and the non-living? 

The structural permanence and self-regeneration of living organisms was suggested as a 

distinguishing characteristic. But Frank inquired why one does not also on that basis regard 

an atom of iron as a living organism. There is no reason to suppose that the electrons, protons, 

etc. preserve their identity  through the "life" of the atom. Frank stated that the probability of 

biology discovering any new physical laws is rather small because the units dealt with (cells, 

microorganisms) are too large. The epigram of Russell was quoted concerning the question 

of whether  living organisms are anything  more than a complicated system of atoms spinning 

in their orbits. "It is a political question." 

 

One wishes there bad been a sound recording device in operation, and again at 
other meetings, for example when the general topic was the problem of Meaning, 
led by Roman Jakobson, Quine, and Bridgman. 

Let us look more closely at the width of the spectrum of interests of this group. 
After circulation of a preliminary sheet to the members of the informal program 
committee in 1945, the final form of the listing of areas of interests for these meet 
ings (Fig. 3) makes the important point that in addition to the logic of science, which 
one remembers to have been one of the central interests of the old Vienna Circle, 
there appear here as main topics explicitly also the psychology and sociology of 
science. So did the very first invitation letter that bas survived, dated 25 September 
1944, which announced: "A group bas been formed at Harvard that is interested in 
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considering science  as a whole  in tenns  of the scientific  temper  itself, and in the 

study of the logic, psychology, and sociology of science." 

All this is at variance  with recent characterizations of logical empiricism. Par 

ticularly those who now dismiss that particular philosophy of science forget that an 

active concern to include in the understanding of science the lessons of history, psy 

chology and sociology of science,  so fashionable today, was current  among  those 

scholars--and not only  in the mid-1940s; one only  needs to look at the previous 

work of Otto Neurath, Hans Hahn, and Edgar Zilsel.4 

I can  underline this point by noting that when  the rather informal  Discussion 

Group was converted in 1947 into the Institute for the Unity of Science, which acted 

under the umbrella  of the American  Academy  of Arts and Sciences in Boston, its 

charter  defined its purpose as follows: "to encourage  the integration of knowledge 

by scientific methods [and) to conduct  research in the psychological and sociologi 

cal backgrounds of science..."Writing in 1950,5Philipp Frank explained the reason 

for pursuing this goal in these words: 

During recent decades,substantial progress has been achieved by considering the sciences as 

formal systems and by analyzing them from the logical and semantical viewpoint ... How 

ever, it has turned out more and more that these problems cannot be settled definitely on 

the basis of logical and semantical analysis. There remain always several possibilities for 

the choice of a formal system. Carnap contrasted recently in an excellent way the "internal" 

problems which can be solved by logic and semantics with the "external" problems. The lat 

ter ones put the question whether a certain formal system, as a whole, with the addition of a 

semantical interpretation, is useful for the orientation of man in the world of experience. 

Here we turn from the logical and semantical to the pragmatic viewpoint... What kind of ar 

gument do we call "pragmatic"? To get the answer we have to consider science as a human 

enterprise by which man tries to adapt himself to the external world. Then a "pragmatic" 

criterion means, exactly speaking, the introduction of psychological and sociological con 

siderations into every science, even into physics and chemistry. It seems, therefore, that the 

sociology of science, the consideration of science as a human enterprise, has to be connected 

in a very tight way with every consideration which one may call logical or semantical. 

As if to make quite sure that the point would not be lost, Frank ended by repeating 

it:"...by the combination of the logical and the sociological approach to science, all 

the needs which have produced  traditional  philosophy and metaphysics can be sat 

isfied." The four issues of the Academy's Proceedings volume in which this article 

appeared  contains essays  in the same spirit.6 

As I have pointed out elsewhere,7 the link between the I.U.S. and the Academy 

was  not  accidental, but  yet another  example  of  the symbiosis between  the  Eu 

ropeans' urge toward  Einheitswissenschaft and similar  American  tendencies. As 
Frank  explained,8the distinguished literary  historian  Howard  Mumford  Jones,  on 

succeeding the astronomer Harlow Shapley as president of the American Academy, 

had expressed the hope in his October 1944 inaugural  address of overcoming "the 

fractation of  knowledge" through  an  encouragement of  the  "pressures toward 

unity", for which  the Academy, which  embraced  members  of all scholarly  disci 

plines, seemed  particularly well suited. A committee  of the Academy  to implement 
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Jones's call soon agreed, calling for programs that would support the "synthesis 
of knowledge." In founding the Institute for the Unity of Science, Frank and his 
colleagues provided one of the more visible responses to this call. In his published 
"Greetings" of April 1950 to the first national meeting organized by the Institute, 
President Conant of Harvard again provided support by lending his prestige and 
by recording his welcome for this effort. He confessed to being "deeply interested 
in the unity in science", and saw its pursuit to be a precondition for achieving his 
plan for the General Education program in science for undergraduates, then being 
implemented at the College.9 

The energy and persuasiveness of the leaders of the movement were enormous, 
and they vigorously aimed to expand their claim to attention by other American 
scholars. An example is found in a letter of 29 October 1950, conveyed by Charles 
Morris on behalf of the Institute, to Robert K. Merton at Columbia University. They 
wrote him that the Institute planned to issue bibliographies on key fields of interest; 
therefore, the letter continued, "we wish very much that you would do one on the 
sociology of science." So years before that field had begun to draw general attention 
in academe, the Institute had targeted it, as well as engaging the obvious person to 
undertake a bibliography.10 

I think by now you have guessed a main point I want to make here: The Vienna 
Circle in Exile learned from the interests of those it encountered in its new sur 
roundings, and adapted itself to them, while at the same time also taking every op 
portunity to propagate some of its older views. But I am getting ahead of my story. I 
want to tum to some documents that serve to give a taste ofthe meetings of the In 
terscientific Discussion Group, namely the attendance sheets that were circulated at 
most of the meetings. To give an example, Fig. 4 carries the names of persons at the 
fifth meeting of the Inter-scientific Discussion Group, held in February 1945, dur 
ing which Norbert Wiener made the presentation noted before. Among the attendees 
were Walter Pitts, a mathematician working with de Santillana; Raphael Salem, a 
mathematician from France who returned there later on; the philosopher Aron Gur 
witsch, a phenomenologist at Brandeis University; Philippe LeCorbeiller, a learned 
professor of electrical engineering from France; von Mises; Bridgman; Uhlenbeck; 
Kemble, the distinguished physicist; Felix Chemuschi, from the Division of Engi 
neering at Harvard; and others. 

The attendance sheet for the sixth meeting (Fig.5) adds to the sense of the num 
ber and variety of the participants. George Wald spoke on "Biology and Social Be 
havior", on March 21, 1945; there were present (among others) the sociologist Tal 
cott Parsons, the biochemist John Edsall, the economists Paul Samuelson, Leontief, 
Haberler and Schumpeter; the astronomer Harlow Shapley; the physicist George 
Uhlenbeck, the electrical engineering professor, Ronald King; Bridgman; Norbert 
Wiener; I. A. Richards from England; A. Sprague Coolidge, physicist and chemist; 
and de Santill ana. (Incidentally, of the thirty- three persons in that room that night, 
five later attained Nobel Prizes.) 

The seriousness of the participants, their variety and their quality are astounding 
to anyone who looks through the attendance sheets of all the meetings.11 The same 
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persons come up frequently, the reason being in part that each invitee had to agree 
to come fairly regularly; otherwise, they would not be circulated again. Invitations 
to join were sent to anybody who was suggested within the group to be suscepti 
ble. (The mailing list of the people who had been contacted still exists.) Regular 
attendees could bring visitors; but if they failed to come a few times, they would be 
dropped. The Secretary's  files contain earnest letters of excuse, for example from 
Edwin G. Boring, Henry A. Murray, and Crane Brinton. 

I have already mentioned President Conant of Harvard twice-once when he 
welcomed the Fifth International Congress of the Unity of Science at its opening 
meeting on September 3, 1939, and again when he spoke about the relationship of 
the Unity of Science movement to his new General Education program at the April 
1950 national meeting. I suspect that Philipp Frank, from the moment he arrived at 
Harvard in early 1939, communicated to Conant the idea that through the pursuit 
of unification one could achieve a different view of culture from the usual one of a 
university splitting into divisions and departments. Conant was ready to hear this. 
Early in 1936, then three years in office, he had given a talk in which he said he 
had noticed that year-by-year the catalogue of courses given at Harvard was getting 
thicker and thicker, that evidently a splintering of knowledge was occurring. He 
suggested that as administrator he longed to reverse this process. I feel sure that 

Frank saw his opportunity and told Conant that there is a way: through unification 
among the sciences and other areas of knowledge. 

Evidently Conant thought the General Education program was a step in the same 
direction.The original idea, described in a book published by the Faculty Commit 

tee charged with designing the program (General Education in a Free Society, Har 
vard University Press, 1945), was that in the physical and biological sciences, in 
history, and in each of the other major fields, there would be one historically based 
survey course, each taught by a distinguished senior person, presenting an overall 
view of the whole field. Thus, when the program was implemented, George Wald 
gave a one-year course of this sort on biology; Philipp Frank taught one for more 
advanced students on philosophy of science; Kemble ran one on the physical sci 
ences. LeCorbeiller and several others on the list of the Inter-scientific Discussion 
Group, including myself, were similarly involved.Conant himself, though busy as 
president, went into the classroom three times a week for his course "Nat. Sci. 4", 
and helped to develop textbooks for it, centered on case studies in the history of sci 
ence. Thereby he provided also a role model for the faculty; moreover, he invited 
the heads of all those courses once a month to a splendid dinner followed by shop 
talk, which energized them even more. So the General Education program was yet 
another outlet for the unification ideal, at least for some of the faculty at Harvard. 

The fact that the president of the university repeatedly showed his active interest 
in at least some aspects of the Vienna Circle in Exile suggests that I reemphasize a 
point made earlier in passing: When the storms of war had tossed remnants of the 
Vienna Circle on the shores of Harvard Square, MIT's Kendall Square and beyond, a 
strange reversal of fortunes occurred. Back in Europe, these scientists and scholars 
had been kept at bay by the higher authorities, and not much respected by some 
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of their professional colleagues and by the bulk of the student-body. Arriving in 
America, many faced unfamiliar material hardships; but at least some of them were 
warmly greeted by the president of the university, were accepted comfortably by 
their colleagues who admired them for their scholarship, and bad access to large 
groups of more or less respectful students. It is a suggestive idea that the hostility 
they bad experienced in Europe, and the welcome that awaited them in America, 
were the respective offspring of the competing worldviews that, on a larger scale, 
propelled the two continents into battle with each other. 

Let me tum to other high points in the life of the Boston branch of the Vienna 
Circle in Exile. As one would expect from a group that bad learned how to per 
severe and gain public attention against all obstacles in Europe, their ambition in 
America was also not confined only to the local scene. As I mentioned, the local 
Inter-scientific Discussion Group converted itself in 1947 (with some grant funds 
from the Rockefeller Foundation) into the International Institute for Unity of Sci 
ence, housed in the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in Boston. The group 
was now trying to be a successor to the old intellectual discussion circle, as well as 
to the Ernst-Mach-Verein with itsexternal, proselytizing functions, including public 
lectures and a publication series. It also aided Neurath's work in exile, first in Hol 
land and then in England, and supported the enormous labors of the Encyclopedia, 
launched by Neuratb, Camap, and Morris at the University of Chicago Press. 

Figure 6 is a draft of the description of the Institute as it presented itself to the 
outside world. Let me point to a few interesting sections. One of the outreach aims 
was "to stimulate the interest in these issues among college students, college fac 
ulties, and among the public at large." The Institute arranged an essay contest for 
students all over the United States. It edited the Encyclopedia. It started research 
and projects in the fields of semantics, logic of science, and sociology of science. 
It arranged discussion groups and meetings at several places. It had become a vot 
ing member of the International Union for the Philosophy of Science, and there 
were other international connections-- French, British, Dutch, Swiss, Scandina 
vian, Belgian, and Italian. And it cooperated with the "movement for general edu 
cation." Thus, soon after the war was over, contact had been reestablished from the 
Boston area with countries in which there had been members of or sympathies for 
the Vienna Circle, and new activities abounded. 

When an institution gets confident enough, it prints a letterhead. Figure 7 is a 
letter from the Institute for the Unity of Science, displaying its Board of Trustees. 
Philipp Frank is president; Charles Morris, vice president; Ernest Nagel, vice pres 
ident; Milton R. Konvitz, secretary-treasurer. Other members are Bridgman, Egon 
Brunswick, Camap, Feigl, Carl Hempel, the biologist Hudson Hoagland, Roman 
Jakobson, Quine, Hans Reichenbach, Harlow Shapley, and S. S. Stevens. 

The letter itself shows that a series of parallel seminars in the forthcoming meet 
ings would concentrate on a single topic each: for example, linguistics and seman 
tics, communication and cybernetics, science and politics, and science and values. 
Each of the four different groups would have its own monthly meeting, and seri 
ously work on projects and perhaps on publications. 
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As it turned out, the American Academy already had working groups on Science 
and Politics and on Science and Values, and so the Institute folded those activities 
in with the Academy's, and on its own ran only the Linguistics and Semantics sem 
inar and the Communications and Cybernetics seminar. Wiener's seminal book on 
cybernetics was new and difficult to read. The Dictionary of Scientific Biography 
was later not very kind to Wiener's work, calling"...Cybernetics a badly organized 
work."12But the group was eager to hear Wiener tell what it was all about, and he 
was quite ready to do so. 

When Minutes of meetings were not kept or did not survive, one can some 
times get a taste of the discussions from letters. There is one to Henry A. Murray 
(30 April 1951, from Ralph Burhoe, Secretary of the American Academy) which 
pleads with him to address the group on the topic, what psychological studies can 
do for the "clarification of value judgments."At the previous meeting, LeCorbeiller 
had delivered himself of what the letter called a "bomb blast", saying "it was non 
sense for such a group [with so many physical scientists] to discuss the problem of 
values, since there existed, in the wake of Freud, a special science" that is making 
progress, in comparison to which all others are "amateurish and utterly inadequate." 
The letter concludes that while those present had recognized "that it would be desir 
able to include at least one psychologist, psychiatrist, or psychoanalyst in the group, 
someone implied that this would be practically futile since this species of human 
cannot communicate with physical scientists, both because of a lack of a common 
language and because of basic emotional antipathies." There is no record of how 
Murray, largely a Jungian, dealt with this challenge. 

Among other meetings one would like to have had recorded were those begin 
ning with presentations by Hermann Bondi on the "Continuous Creation Hypothe 
sis" (17 Nov. 1953); by Karl Popper on "Some Reasons for Discarding our Philos 
ophy of Meaning" (10 March 1950, during his stay at Harvard to give the William 
James Lectures); by John von Neumann (Feb. 28, 1946) on the "Theory of Games 
and Economic Behavior", followed a month later by Oskar Morgenstern on further 
applications to economics; by Howard H. Aiken (Jan. 17, 1947) on the first large 
electromechanical computer, the Mark I, "Automatic Calculating Machinery", with 
Leontief as moderator; and by Dennis Gabor on "Information Theory and Scientific 
Method" (9 Oct. 1951). By that time the group's secretaryship had passed on to a 
young neurophysiologist named Walter Rosenblith. Among the new attendees one 
finds the name of the prominent electrical engineer Jerome Wiesner, who later be 
came president of MIT, with Rosenblith serving as his Provost. 

One topic that interested some members of the group rather intensely was So 
cial Physics. One of my notes records the suggestion:"Get J. Q.Stewart." Professor 
Stewart was an astronomer at Princeton University, but deeply devoted to his idea 
of Social Physics, a project to quantify the everyday behavior of people in order to 
find its descriptive laws--for example, the relation between the distances between 
two cities and the number of telegrams that went back and forth between them. His 
book, Social Physics, is full of mathematical relationships exploring behavior pat 
terns that might be deduced from national statistics. Somehow he persuaded the 
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group, and perhaps above all Bridgman, to spend quite a lot of time on his ideas. For 
example, there is a sheet (Fig. 8) from the "Fourth Conference on Social Physics", 
held in Randolph, New Hampshire, a small village where Bridgman had his sum 
mer house. With some money from the Rockefeller Foundation a variety of experts 
were brought together to examine the claims of Stewart. Voluminous Minutes were 
kept and still exist. The whole topic has the sound and smell of the kind of enthusi 
asm that occasionally engaged persons such as Neurath in the heyday of the Vienna 
Circle, a mixture of physics and sociology. 

Social Physics tried to apply to the social sciences the teachings of the physical 
sciences, and attempted to catalogue and describe, in a rather Machian fashion, the 
stimuli and responses in the social sciences with respect to social values. The crucial 
factors were "social energies", which couldbe represented by physical terms. These 
energies included meaning, feeling, and authority. Social Physicists searched for 
metaphors or analogies between the physical and social sciences, though there was, 
quite explicitly, no attempt to set up physics over sociology and the humanities. 

In retrospect one must say that for a group of academics that essentially invented 
itself, the conferences, publications, and other activities ofthe Institute for the Unity 
of Science--of which I have given by no means an exhaustive account--came to 
look more and more professional. Take for example the 2 1/2-day-long, ecumenical 
and elaborate conference on "Validation of Scientific Theories", held in December 
1953. It was sponsored by the American Academy, the Institute for the Unity of 
Science, the Philosophy of Science Association, the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, and even "cosponsored" by the National Science Founda 
tion. The speakers and panelists included Frank, C. West Churchman, Henry Mar 
genau, Robert K. Merton, Gustav Bergmann, Carl Hempel, R. B. Lindsay, Bridg 
man, Adolf Gruenbaum, Else Frenkei-Brunswick, B. F. Skinner, Michael Scriven, 
Wolfgang Kohler, N. Rashevsky, Warren McCulloch, Henry Guerlac, Alexandre 
Koyre, Karl Deutsch, Edwin Boring, and RobertS. Cohen, then at Wesleyan Uni 
versity. (Fig. 9 is the "tentative program", circulated to the Program Committee, 
with its original markings.) The main papers were first published in 1954 and 1955 
in several issues of the Scientific Monthly, and later in a widely distributed book, 
edited by Frank (The Validation o[Scientific Theories. Boston: Beacon Press, 1957). 

I hope this survey, based chiefly on some documents in my "archive" of this 
group, has provided a feeling for one of the transplanted parts of the Vienna Cir 
cle, specifically its Boston-area history, its aims, its members, its friends and inter 
ested visitors. But by 1955 or so, the group began to disintegrate, mainly for the 
same reasons that led to the passing of logical positivism and its successor into the 
shadows. As Lewis A. Coser has written, they were victims of their own success; 
I think he meant by this that their ideas had become so adapted to local conditions 
and so widely internalized that they had lost their original energy and relevance. 
Perhaps equally or more important were the various challenges from Quine and the 
late works of Wittgenstein, as well as from Alexandre Koyre and Norwood Russell 
Hanson, each of whom by the end of the 1950s had opened up new ways for think 
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Bridgman and Frank formally  retired from the University  in the mid-1950s, so the 

main driving energy of the Boston group was greatly reduced. And in the interven 

ing decades,  the pendulum has swung to the other extreme. Apart from the few cen 

ters where  logical positivism, logical empiricism, and its successors  have become 

fruitful historical  research sites, the denigration of what these serious scholars tried 

to do is as total as it is usually uninformed. A useful (and amusing) account of the 

current  situation by D. C. Phillips of Stanford  University begins as follows: 

Nowadays the term "positivist"is widely used as a general term of abuse ... So 

cial scientists who either bandy the term about, or are the recipient  of it as an abu 

sive label, are so confused  about what it means that, while the word is full of sound 

and fury, it signifies  nothing. The anti-positivistic vigilantes, who realize  nothing 

of this, still claim to see positivists everywhere.13 

At any  rate, the meetings  of the I.U.S. continued  to 1958;  but what was now 

needed was a rather new effort that would build on the basis of the I.U.S. with youth 

ful energy. And this is precisely what happened. RobertS. Cohen had become Sec 

retary of the group; and after seeing to it that as an organization it was given a decent 

burial by dissolution-with its remaining small funds transferred  to the Philosophy 

of Science journal  and the newly formed  Philosophy of Science  Association-he 

and his colleague Marx W. Wartofsky  founded  the inter-university Boston  Collo 

quium  for Philosophy of Science  in 1959,  located  at Boston  University,  and still 

going  vigorously. During  its early  years, Frank and other former  members  of the 

I.U.S. contributed regularly,  and thereby smoothed  the transition.lndeed, the sec 

ond volume  of the Proceedings of the Boston Colloquium, the series that became 

internationally known under the title Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, 
was a Festschrift dedicated  to Frank. 14 

I end with a personal  remark. As I fully appreciated  at the time, for a young per 

son, participating in these activities was immensely  stimulating.Perhaps precisely 

because  of the high density of superb intellectuals, the various leading  members of 

the group, brought together by remnants of the Vienna Circle, made no effort to ex 

act any uncomfortable agreements,  but relished in the most wide-ranging debates. I 

never felt that I had to follow, or to struggle against, any doctrinaire master. When 

my own first historical  studies convinced  me of the need to add Thematic Analy 

sis to the older  tool-kit of the historian  and philosopher of science,  I sensed  only 

encouragement, instead  of the kind of opposition one might  have expected  from 

rock-  hard logical empiricists. If I had to characterize the members  of that group 

in one sentence,  I would focus on their unlimited curiosity  and their generosity of 

spirit,  a generosity which seemed  founded on their ever-youthful self-confidence. 

When  future  historians study  the philosophy  of science  during the middle  part of 

this century, I hope they, too, will remember  this. 

 
 

NOTES 

 
1.  For original excerpts from the diary, see Manfred Geier, Der Wiener Kreis. Rowohlt: 

Reinbek bei Hamburg 1992, pp. 49-50. 
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of Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science. New York: Humanities Press, 1965. 

 

 

 

2.  See G. Holton, "Ernst  Mach and the Fortunes of Positivism in America", in Isis, 

\obi. 83,1992, pp. 27-60, or chapter 1 in G. Holton, Science and Anti-Science.Cam 
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press 1993. These are earlier versions of my essay, 
"From  the Vienna Circle to Harvard Square: The Americanization of a European 
World Conception", in Friedrich Stadler (Ed.), Scientific Philosophy: Origins  and 
Developments.Dordrecht/Boston/London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1993. The 
present essay essentially continues the accountofthose developments into the 1940s 
and 1950s. 

I gladly acknowledge help with documentary research from Myles Jackson and Ha 
sok Chang, and excellent comments on an early draft from RobertS. Cohen. Versions 
of this essay were presented at a lecture at the Institut Wiener Kreis in April 1993, and 
atthe Boston Colloquium for Philosophy and History of Science in December 1993. 

3.  Mach had first turned to Privatdozent Frank in 1910 for help when Mach was puzzled 
by the new physics. See Holton, Science and Anti-Science (Ref. 2), chapter 2. 

4.  E.g., seeR. S. Cohen,"Dialectical  Materialism and Camap's Logical Empiricism", 

in P. A Schilpp(Ed.), ThePhilosophyofRudolfCarnap.LaSalle: Open Court,1963, 
pp. 99-158, for remarks on Hans Hahn. In Neurath 's work, there was a continual em 
phasis on placing the social sciences into the framework of Unified Science; this had 
inherently progressivist political implications for Neurath. See, for example, "Em 
pirical Sociology" in Otto Neurath: Empiricism and Sociology, Marie Neurath and 
RobertS. Cohen (Eds.), Dordrecht: Reidel,1973, pp.319-421, and "Sociology in the 
Framework ofPhysicalism" in Neurath'sPhilosophicalPapers1913-1946,RobertS. 

Cohen and Marie Neurath (Eds. and Trans.), Dordrecht: Reidel,1983, pp. 58-90. 

5.  Published asP. Frank, "Introductory Remarks", in "Contributions to the Analysis and 

Synthesis of Knowledge", Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sci 
ences, Vol. 80, nr. 1, July 1951,"published in cooperation with the Institute for the 

Unity of Science", pp. 5-8, on pp. 7-8. 

6.  The chapters ranged from P. Frank, "The Logical and Sociological Aspects of Sci- 
ence" to Else Frenkel-Brunswick, "Psychoanalysis and the Unity of Science." 

7.  See Ref. 2 
8.  Ref. 4, p. 5. 

9.  Proceedings,\obi. 80, nr. 1,July  1951, p. 9. 

10.   The bibliography was completed in 1951with the assistance of Bernard Barber, and 
it was published in May 1952 by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in its 
Proceedings,Vol. 80, nr. 2. 

11.  I have placed copiesof these, and of many other documents referred to in this account, 

in the archives of the lnstitut Wiener Kreis (Vienna) and of Harvard University (Pusey 
Library, P. Frank file). 

12.  Hans Freudenthal, entry for Norbert Wiener in C. C. Gillispie (Ed.), Dictionary of 
Scientific Biography, Vol. XIV, 1976. The biography of Wiener by Steve J. Heims, 
John Von Neumann and Norbert Wiener: From Mathematics to the Technologies of 
Life and Death, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1980, indicates the early struggles of 
Wiener and of his audience. 

13.  D. C. Phillips, The Social Scientist's Bestiary: A Guide to Fabled Threats to, and 
Defences of, Naturalistic Social Science. Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1992, chapter 7 
("Positivism"), on p. 95. 

14.  RobertS. Cohen and Marx W. Wartofsky (Eds.), In Honor of Philipp Frank, Vol. 2
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Figure 1 

1 

FIFTH Ul'!ERt"J.TIOl-'.l.L COr.GRESS FOR Tn::: WIn OF SC~CE 

Logic or Science 

Harvard University, Sept. ~.9, 1939 

Sunday. Sept. 3, 8 P'~. S~oker. Eliot Hou=e. Cpening a! the Congress. 
President Jamss E. Conant, ? ~. Eridgman. C. NeurRth. C. Xorria. 

l'ond~y, Sept. 4. 

Morning. 9-12 ~. 
General Session. ":': e Un1!icatl.on of the Sciences 

Emerson Hall, Roo~ D. 
George Sarton, The HistoricE:" Bl4si& of Philosc:;:hical 

Unificatlon. 
P. 'i.. Bridgman: The rresBupoE1tion!! c~ the t',-:ity cf 

Science 
Otto NeuratL: The Soclal Sciences ar~ Unified Science 

Afternoon, Z:30.5:30 Pl" 
General SessionL SCience end E~plrlci~ 

Emerson Hall, Roo~ D. 
Jirgen JetiEe~sen. E~niricis= anc th€ Uni~' of Science 
Hans ·'eicnenbacr.: Cr Leanin;;; 
F.icher!! von ).'ige5: Or! a Textbook of E::::;>ir:,clSI" 

Teusdat, Sept. 5. 

Yorning, 9-1Z AM. 
G"nerel S"sslon: General Aspects of U:e Unity 0: Science 

Emerson HelL. Roor. D. 

Heske:l F. Curry: Relt2rks on the Dfini tion Bnd l\'F ture 
~of l'Fthe:::atics 

~.F.G.Swann: The Sig~ificance of Scientific TheorieE 
Rudol! Carnap: Lang~ge and Analysis of Science. 

Afternoon, 2:30.5:30 PU. 
Concprrent Sessions: 

.I.. Problems in tloe Unity of Science, li:merson Hell. Roolti .I.. 
Horace r:. Kallen: The lleanlngs of Unity 
Sus.nne Y.. Langer: The SC01=.e of Problems es the Limit of 

Intellectual "Fields". 
Herbert Feigl: Cnity of Science ano Unitary Science 
Sidney Hook: John Dewey pnd Physicalism 

~. Phys~cs, Emerson Hall, Roo~ F. 
R. :8. Lindsey: The l'e~r.inc c!" l·:eesurelrent in Physics 
Louis Roug!er: Les nouvelles logiques de lE"~ecenicue 

quer.ti~ue et l'e~pirisme redic~l " 
F. Wpisr.ann; I~ LOglC Aprliceble to the ~holc of PhysiCS? 

Weanesdey, Sept. E. 

Yorning 9-12 Ar. 
Concurrent Sessions: 

A. Psychology end the Systen" of the Sciences, hers on Hell, A 
Carroll C. Pratt: The Subject Y.ntter of Psychology 1n 

kelatior to General SClence 
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F. Oppenhe1z:, pnd Y.. Grelling: Logical Anelysis of 
"Gestalt" a. a Functionsl Whole. 

Her.ry S. Leonprd: Ge.~alt Psychology and Physical*.~. 
E. 3iology and the Soclal Sciences. Eceraon Hall, Room F. 

Afternoon. 

Kur~ Goldstein: The Eetlonale of Biological Kno~ledge 
Ralp~ t. Gerard: So~e Social I~plic&tlons of Biology 
Lawrence J. Henderaor.: A Relatior. of Phyalology end 

the Social SciAnces 

Exhibit of George Sarton's apparatus fo~ the study or the 
History ot SClence 
Widener Library, IB5-~ 2:~O PM. 

Tea 4:30 

Thursday, Sept. 1. 
l!ornine;, ;-12 111:. 
Concurrent Sessione 

A. The Social and P.~ni8tic Sciences, Emersor. Ball, Room ~ 
'Ul:iu, R. Denne:: Value Theory and thr Socip 1 Sciencee 
Louis w*rt~: Values in Social Science 
Charles Korri.: Semlotlc, the Socio-H~aniQtic Sciences, 

and the Un1 ty or SClence 
He1nr1~ Gomperz: Unified Selence and V8+ue 

!. Observation and the Confir~Ft10n of Scientific Thecr7, 
Em~reon Hpll. Room F. 
Carl G. Hempel: The Logicsl Structure of Xmpirical 

Teshng 
Alexande~ Wundheiler: An Attempt at e Formal l'ethodCllcg:. 

of ~plric&l Systems 
J. L1ndenballr. ROE1Psson: On Co~rirmatlon 

Afterno~. 2:30-5:30 P'~. 
Concurrent Sesaicna: 

A. Language snd Science. Emerson Hall, Roam D 
D. C. ~illia~s: Designatlor. and Empirical Certainty 
Karl Repch: SyntL~ of Unlversal Language 
James T.. Seniur: The Vernaculer of the Laboratory 
Kerl Buhler: Fo~ General A8a~:tlons 1r Theory cf 

Lpnguage 
E. Probebillty. Emeraor. Hall. Roor. F. 

Arthur I!. Co::;eland: The Role of CbeervP.t1ons 1n a For!:a: 
Theory of Frobability 

Sergei Fdtelberc;: Threshold Percer.tionE and Prob8bilit~· 
Henl"'J l'argenau: Probab111 ty anei Physicsl Inquiry 

C. Scince and Society, Emeraor Hall, Room A. 

Friday, Se,t. C. 

Edgar Zileel: The Soclal Roc~s of SClence 
Fritz Schreier: Das Problem der Vorrusapge in 

Psycholoeie und Scziologle. 
Leo Eyrne: Atteinable GpinE to Education frc~ the 

Uni ty of Sci ence l:ovement.. 

V.orning, 9-12 AU. 
Concurrent Seaalons: 

~. Joint meeting with the History of Science Society. 
H'storic Attempts pt the Encyclopedic IntegrAtlon of Scienc& 
Emeraon Hell, Room D. 

Werner "seger: Centralization and Unification of Science 
in the Schocl of Aristotle 
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Xstelle De Lacy: Leicn~z 
George De Sentil18n&: .he Encyclopecists 
Telcott Parsons: Co~te. 

B. Joint ll'eeting eitl· the Associ"tlol' for Symbolic Logic. 
?roclemlt in the P.istory end The ory 0: Logic. Emerson. A. 
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Karl DQrr: Die methe~etische Logik des Arnold Geulincx 
Erneat Nagel: Chlorlee S. Peirce, !'io!1eer of l'odern 

kp1ricisl!: 
Alonzo Church: Schreder' s Antici~tl.on of the SilCple 

Theory of Types 
Barkley Rosser: The Introduction of ~u8ntifioption 

into e Threp-Velued Logic 
S. C. Fleene: Or. the Te::-:- "Anplytic· in Logical S:'n1.ax. 

Afternoon. Z:~O-5:~O FL. 
Concurrent Sessions: 

A. l'ethod l.n ?sychology end the Social Sciences. Emerson. D. 
S. S. Steven~: Cn the Proble~ of Sce~es for the 

!'eesurell·ent of Psycho log ical. ~'egni tudes. 
John SOlCerville: Eethodoll:'icsl Fectors In the Advance

Inent of the Socifll Sci ences 
F. Creedy: ), l'athel!:etico-logl.c~l Theory 0: Society 
Y.:urt Lewl.n and Ker: torsch: l!.ethel!:Zticpl Constructs 

in PSYcLology end Sociology. 
'3. Scince Ene. Nature. El!!6:r!!o!': Hell, Roor. 1 .• 

V,il1illl:' P. }'ontsgue: ;:lluEl.on of }!o:nnel1sD' 
A. C. Eenj~in: 50me ~alistic I~~lic6tions of Cperation

ellUl!:. Coiistr ucts. Hypot.heses. and Vagueness 
Julius Krafy: l'etaphySl.csl or .... ogl.cal Interpretation 

of !.Oi:istlC? 
v.. V. ~uine: A Logistical A:;:pruBci; to the Cntol06iaal 

?roblerr.. 
C. Papers in the Hl.stor,' of Science. Emersor: HEll. Room F. 

Tenn~ L. Davus' Th, Identity of Chinese and European 
Alchemical Theory 

Hans Kelsen: Die Entstehung des Y.ausalitltscegriffs. 
Philipp Fren~:: The Ristorical Position of Xinstein's 

TheorJ of Relttivity in the Evoluticn 0: Science 
Satnrdsr. Sept. 9. 

l'orning. 9-1Z JJ'. 
Cpncurrent Session:. 

A. Froblems in Logic. ~erson Hall. Room A. 
Felix Kaufmenn: Trutr. end Logic. 
Yurt Grelling: A Logical Theorynof Dependence 
Leon ~ Ch~iste~; Infinitely SmEll T:umbers and 

Thelr A~plication. 
Alfred Terski: ~ 

SCl.ence and Xngineering. ~merson Hall. Room D. 
Robert S. ;.ocdbury; The History of Engineering and the 

Industrial Revolution 
A. V. Par~v: IE Angineering & Eranch of Science~ 
l'icholae 1'. Oboukhoff: El!:pirico-logic~l .-nd Teleological 

FRctors in Engineering 
ClOSing Session: lZ;15-l:00 PU •• Emerson Hall. Roce D. 

Report of Committees. 
Phili;p Frank: Revle. of the Congress. 
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Figure 2 

I!'.'TER-SC1KlfTIi'IC DISCUSSION GRaUl' 

Deoember ;SO, 1944 

Dear ~rofessor Graef: 

~'ie .. lsh to thank you tor spel\.1tlng At our laat !lleet
lng and wlsh to lnvlte you tu Joln our group and partlcl
pate 1n as man;y meetings as ;you can. 

Our group conslsts 01' persons ln dltferent. f1elds '.tho 
teel that the extreme speola11zatlon \v1thln sclence demands 
as 1 ts correctlve l\n lnterest ln the entlre sclent 1t lc edl
tloe. ;:e plan to hold meet.1ngs from t1me to tlme ln \7h1ch 
discuss10ns 01' d1fterent top1cs wl11 be led by competent 
f.:cholara. 

The next meetlng wlll oe held on Monday, January ath, 
at the Harvard t'aculty Club at 7:30 P.M. l'rofea!!or \{. von 
lases 71111 lead a discusslon on ·Sense and .• onsense ln t;od
ern Statlstlcs." It wl11 08 prece~ed oy dlnner at the 
~'aculty C1UD at 6:30 P.I!. Klndly notlty Dr. Phillppe La 
CorDell1er, Cruft Laooratory, Cambrldge, 11' you can attend 
the dlnner. 

Slno erely yours, 

TIle Commlttee: 

l'eroy IV. Br1dman 
Will ter Cannon 
Phll1pp ,'rank 
Phlllppe LeCorbell1er 
WasRlly W. Eeontlet 
Harlow Shapley 
George UhlcnDeck 
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Figure 3 

PBOPOSED PROGRAM /19VS-) 

Lopc ot Science 

Borderline between science and philoaophy, if a~. 

ROle ot philosophical doctr1nes (as materialism, idealism, etc.) in 
science. Is this role tho a8llle in ph1a1cal science. Is this role the same in 
phya1cal science as in b1oloS)' and aoc1010gy? 

Rplil ot h;ypotheais and theo!7. Is it the s_ in ph1aics as in other 
ac1encea? What is the connection betWeen general theo!7 and concrete facts? 

pole ot mathemat1ca, of long chaine of reeeonins. 

285 

Degree of contil'Jllllt1on of an ~otheB1e. I8 there a measure tor this degree? 

Fole of causal lava and etetistioal lavs in ph7lliCB, biolOQ and SOCiology. 

Do f1nal lava (purposiveness) Pla7 s role in BlI7 science' 

The role of "time" in physics, biology and h1sto17. 

Semantics and its application 1n sCience. 

Uh1ty ot science. 

PS7CholoR 

Ps7Cholos1cal basis ot sc1ent1tic aotiVity. Why do Ye believe aomethine? 
Degrees of belief. 

Pole of the obserVins aubJect. "ObJectivity." 

Balist in inductive methode. 

Relstion of introspection and behavioriBIII. 

Pe7Chology of discove!7. 

Diogrephies. C18soical types of scient1ats. 

Soc1010Sl of Science 

Influence of science on socisty and vice Yeraa. 

What do political and religious ideolosiea have to do Yith the evolution of 
sc1entific theories? What i8 the influence of the Church, of Marxism, of N8~ism? 

under what conditions Ysre great d1scoveries made? 

Tsach1ne of science. General va. SPecial science. 

contBIIIPore!7 merg1Jl8 of ecience and technique. 

The role of the liberal beliof in prosress. 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 

INSTITUTE FOR THE UNITY OF SCI;ENCE 

American Acad~ ot Arts and Sciences 
28 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mass. 

!l'h1s Institute 18 a non-protit corporation which bas oUtces a ItIlaca, Nev 
York, and Boston, Massachusetts. The cllarter BayB '''l~e purposes tor which the 
corporation is formed are to encourage the integration ot knowledge by scientitic 
method., to conduct research in the psychological and SOCiological backgrounds of 
science, to compile bibliographiss and publish abstracts and other torms ot litera
ture with respect to the integration of scientitic knowledge, to support the inter
I1&tio~ movement tor the unity of science, and to serve as a center for the con
tinuat10n of the publicatiOns ot the unity of science movement." The Institute 
attempts to stimulate the aterest a the.e 18sues &1lIOII8 college students, college 
facultie., and among the public at large. 

1'ba Institute bas &rraIICed aa •• ~ cont •• t tor colle .. student. and youns 
college graduate.. It i. editing the Encyclopedia ot Unitied SCience, published 
by the University ot Chicago Press. It is starting reaearch proJects a the tields 
ot aemantics, logic ot science, and sociology of science. It arr&DgS8 discussion 
groups and .... etings at several places in the United states. 

It is a part of the Internat1oDal. Union tor the Pb110sophy of Science. It 
cooperates with the InternstioIl&l Society for Signif1cs (psycho11nguistic studies) 
in Amsterdam and is organizing, togethsr with this Society, an international meet
ing in Amsterdam. In cooperation with the European societies tor the philosophy of 
acience (French, British, Dutch, Swiss, ScandiIl&vian, Belgian, and Italian), this 
Institute publishes communications in the interIl&tional JOUI'IlAl "synthese" which 
18 published in Amsterdam and h the central organ of these groups. It can be 
subscribed to for $5 a year through this Institute. 

The Institute cooperates also with the mov ..... nt tor general education which 
attempts to integrate the college curriculum and to break down the barriers between 
the departlPnta. The Institute arranges lectures and courses at different places 
in the United States. 

It 18 supported by the 1I0cketeller Foundation and the AIIIeric.,n Acad~ at Arts 
and Sc1ences. The Institute is administered by the tollowing Board ot Trustees: 

Prea1dent 
Pb1lipp G. Frank 
Barvard University 

Vice Preaident 
Cllarles W. Morr~s 
Univerait,. cf Chicago 

V1ce Preaident 
Ernest Nagel 
Columbia Univsrs1ty 

Secret&ry-~sasurer 
M1lton 11. iQiiv1tz 
Cornell Univeraity 

Perc,. W. Brid8JII&D 
Barvard Univera1t,. 

Egen l!rIIDBv1k 
Univerlltl at Calif. 
at Berkelel 

Jludolf Cuzaap 
Univerait7 of Cb1caso 

Herbert J'e1gl 
Unlvers1ty ot M1nn. 

Carl G. Hempel 
Yale Univera1ty 

Kuban Iioagl.8ZI4 
Worce.tar J'oundation 
J:xper1llenWol. B10logy 

11_ Jakobson 
Harvard Univeraity 

WUlard v. o. Quine 
~ University 

Bans Jle1cheDbach 
UD1vars1t,. of Calif. 
at Los Angeles 

Barlow SIlapl.,. 
Harvard University 

StaJlle,. S. Stevena 
Harvard Univer.1t7 



l'rrIidIU 
_G.F ....... 
HunM university 

YluPruld_ 
CK.w.uW.M ..... 
Uai....u;y of 0Uaa0 
Yk.l'rrIidIU 
EuurN ..... 
Columbia Uaivcnity 

Ser:rtf4f7-Tru.rurn 
~Iu.TON R. KoNVnZ 
Cornell Univenity 

PucY W. B.,.....,. 
Harvard University 

EGOlf a.UNIWlCK 
University of Calif. 
"Berkeley 

Rt.'DOU' CAUlAI' 
Vniveniry of Chicago 

HEUUTFElca. 
L'm,·enity of MiDD. 

c.w. G. Huoa. 
Yale Univenity 

Ht."DSO!f HOAGlJ..."'ftt 

". oreater Foundation 
E.<penmental Biology 

Rm.lA..,,( ]UOUOIf 
Han-ud Universicy 

WtLI.WI v. o. Qtn,.. 
Harnrd Uai.cnity 

H.,..~ 

Uaiftllity of CAlif. 
.tLooADpla 

H.w.ow......., 
Harnrd Uai.cnity 

STANlZT S. StIMJII 
HarnrdUaivenity 
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Figure 7 

Institute for the Unity of Science 
AMERICAN ACADEMY or Altn AND 5cmNcu 

.8 N~wY STRUT 

Bonox 16, M.usACHUUTn 
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October 24, 1950 

Dear Sir: 

The Institute addres.ee it.e~ to it. t'rienil. in an 
effort to gauge the interest in & new project, the torma
tion ot small. study groups or seminars (in add1t1on to 
the usual monthly general meetings). Each s8miDar, in a 
series ot j ntormal monthly (1) meet1ngs, woul.d COl1centrate 
on a single top1c throughout, tor ex~le (A) Linguist1cs 
and Semantics, (B) C~tcat10n and eybe~etics, (e) Sc1-
ence and Pollt1cs, (D) Science and Values. The Amer1can 
Academy ot Arts and Sciences, which cooperates with us 1n 
th1s as in our other progrBIIIII, has alreadY existing cOlllllit
tees actlve in relation to topics (e) and (D), which I am 
int'ormed woul.d undoubtedly be glad to work with us in semi
Dars in these topics. 

The vell-remembered succeea ot s1m1lar groups in thi. 
srea has shown that attelldance of qual.lt1ed and interested 
non-speclallsts and mature graduate students can be velcomed; 
thus one ot the items (number 4) 1n the questlonnaire en
closed i. a request to you tor the uamea ot those to whom 
one or the other ot our projected seminara may appeal. 

EncloslU'e 

Yours verT truly, 

The Program eOlllll1 ttee 

Percy W. BrIdgman 
E'arl. W. Deutach 
Ph1l.ipp J'rank 
ROIIIIU1 Jakobson 
Phil.1ppe I.e eorbe1ller 
Irederick Mosteller 
Willard V. o. Quine 
Barlow Shapley 
S. S. Stevena 
Richard von Mise. 
Gerald lIol.ton (Sec%'etary) 
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Figure 8 

FOURTH RANDOLPR, HEW HAMPSHIRE, CONFERENCE 

0If SDOIAL PHrSICS 

D1ge.t ot ConOlu81ons 
••••• 

!he conterence wae held Jul:v 6-11 at tbe Mount Creaoent Bouee, al 
were th, three preoeding one. in Jul:v, 19~O_1_2. Ezpenaea were met trom 
tbe JIollltef'eller Foundation grant to Princeton Univerait:v tor the Itud:v 
ot aocial pb7aics, directed b:v Protellor John Q. stewart. Morning and 
evening lelaionl were held, while afternoons were lett unacheduled tor 
enJo:vment ot the White Mountain countl")'. 

Participantl, reprelenting a wide variet:v ot expertness, were 
Ra:vmond Albright, theologian and cburch historian, Epiaoopsl Tbeological 
School, Oambridge, Maaa.; RB1mcnd E. Baasett, sociologiat, 1Jnivera1~ 
ot Mew Hampah1re: P. W. Br1dgman, ph:Vlic1at, Harvard Un1verlit:v: Horman 
Dodd, banker and economlat, New York, H. Y.: Ira M. Freeman, pb:va1ciat, 
Rutgera Un1vers1t:v: Paul A. Furrer, educator, The Hun School~ James D. 
Ramilton, b1010g1st and ph1a1C1et, Colllp Laborator:v, Univeralt:v ot 
Western Ontar10: Altred Joenlsen, importer, New York, R. Y.: Bernard 
O. Xoapman, mathematician, Columbla Unlverait:v: John C. MacArthur, 
Oolonel U. S. A. (ret.), ed1tor Armed Foroea Chemlcal Journal: Duncan 
A. Maolnnes, ph:vsical chemlst, Rocketeller Instltute (ret.): G. Edward 
PendrB1, publlc relatlons coun.el, Hew York, H. Y.: R. Rudenberg, 
electrical englneer, Harvard Univerlit:v (ret.): !. Shedlovlk7, ph1sical 
chelliat, 1'Iocketeller Inst1tute: John Q. stewart, ph:vsicilt and aetroncmer. 
Princeton Universit:v; W. Frank sutherland, electrioal englneer and admln-
1etrator, !oronto R1dro-Electrlc S1StSIll. 

While no tormal atatement ot concluslons has been aubaoribed to b:v 
membera, substantial agreement on the tollowing polnts waa reached ln 
the d1acusslons:--

Sooial ph:valcs has attained the threshold ot a period when 1Il0re 
rapid development la toreseen and should be urged. It now presents 
the tramework ot an incluslve pattern tor desorlptlon ot soolal phe
nomena in the large, and tor aldlng ln the tormulatlon ot man:v t:vpes 
ot aoclal pollciea. Th1a pattern 1. set b:v two maln 14eas drawn in 
large part trom ph:vs1cal sclence, but nonetheless humanistio in 
atruoture and appllcation. 
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Figure 9 

Institute for the Unity of Science 
AMIluCAN ACo\D&MY 01' AA1's AJrfD Saaca 

.8 NEWBVr< Stuzr 

Bomnr .6, MAIuanluTn 

Prol.nor Gerald Holton 
Dept, ol Ph781cs 
Banard 0ll1ftl'll1t.7 
C_bridge, M ... ach ... etts 

Dear prolessor Holton. 

IIG'N1aber 10, 1953 

After haville received your letter contai.niil& 70ur preference 
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10 the choice of topics lor the Christmaa Conference. I composed • 
tentative progrlllll 10 cooperation with those ..... bel'll o! the col:ll1l1ttee 
vhom I could contact personall7. The !ollowiDC 18 the propo •• d progr .... 

SUnday, Dec. 27, 2 p .... Section L of the AAAAS. 

S)'IIIp$lII.um. 1!!!!2!!!!2!: ~ ACceptance ~ Scientil1c ~. 

CbaUIun. R.Seeger (Jlational Soia ..... Foundat1cn) 

Panel Speaker.. P.Frank(Harvard) "The Veri •• o4J!aaaolUl tor the ACceptance 
ot Theorie.", W.ChurclnaD(Wayna U.) "The Hole of Decisioll 
10 Induct1ve IIl!.re ..... ·, B.Hoore(Ruas1on 1IIIeearch eellwr, 
Harvard) "On the Hole of Pol1t1cal Ideologies in the 
ACce~ III 'tbeorie.·. 

The aforementioned .... tille takes place 10 the Hub .Room of the 
Sheraton Pl .... a Hotel. All following symposia will take place 10 ~ 
_r1can kadell\T of &rte and SCie ...... biul.d1ng, 28 Hew,...,. st., Boston. 

MClld2', Dec. 28, 9,30 - 12,30 

Sympos1,"", !!!! ~ ~ 2.! Qperational1sm. 

CIW.nIan. H.Margenau(Iale) 

Panel Speakel'll' G.Bergmann (!Iowa) "Interpretations and M1ainterpl'lltat101U1 
of Operat10nal1em", C. !!empel (Iale ) "A Logical Appraisal 
III Operationalism", R.B.L1nds&J{Brolll1) "Ope,·at1onal.1em 
Be ..... eecl·. 

Inv! ted DiScwosant.e, P .W.Br1dgman(Harvam). H.Fe1.gl(M1nnelota). A.GruDbaum 
(Lehish U.), S.S.Ste-.ens(Harrard), R'Seecer (Hational 
Science Foundation). 
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Monday, Dec. 28, 2.00 - 5.00 p ... 

S1mpod",.. P:!ycboanal,..,is ~ Scientilic Met.~. 

Cba1num. H.h1&l(M1l1Duota) 

Panel Speaker'll' E.Frenlaol-3rWIav1k(Beriaoley) "The Me8D1Jla ot Pllychoanal7t.io Concept.s 
and t.he Con£imation ot Psychoanalytic Theories", B.F .Skinnar (Harvard.) 
'Critique ot Psychoanal7t.ic Concept.. and Theories". 

D1T1 ted Diacu.ssanta 1 K.LeUl( Brookl1n Colle II" ), J. Rich1:ield( C1nc1Jmati), K. Scriwn 
(KInnesota). 

!!!!.!2!l. Dec. 2~. 9130 - 12.30 

S1mpoBi1lll1 Organin!!!!!!!!:!!!!!!. 

Chai...... G.Wal4 (Harnrcl) 

Panel Speaker'll' w.ltoblar(SvartbnIo .. ) v1ll speak trom t.he pb1losoph1ou and psychological 
vievpoint.. II.Raahevaq (Chicago) !rom the nevpoint. ot mat.hematicu 
biopl\fllics. W.McCUllocb(M. I. T.)" " " "se .... ..-cbanislU. 
B.MaDdelbrot (SorboDne) "The MeCbaniSlll ot H.turu Languap". 

rnnted Discu.ssanta. E.Hagel(eo11llllbia). 

'l.'aesd.g. Dec. 211. 2.00 - 5.00 p ... 

SymposiWII ~ -!.... ~ !!!!! Historicu Phenomenon. 

Cbattman. G.Holton(Harrard.) 

PaDel Speake,'s, H.auerlaclcornell) "Impact. at Sociu and Pol1ticu Eftnte ot the Fzencb 
Revolution upon the SCientists o! that. TilDe", E.Bor1ng(Harvard.) "On the 
Rol. o! the zeitg.ist in the Fomulation ot Theories and the PRobl ... 
ot CreatintT". j,.lt07l'8(Sorbonna) "The rn£luence ot PbllosopbiaJ. :rrends 
on the Fomul.tion ot ScientUic Theories" • 

.; 
rnntsd Discus.anta, j,.KaplUi (Loa.lnpl •• ), It'Deutsch (M.I.T.~.R.S.eohen(w.wyan, ComI.) 

a.~r(Barnard). + U f.U<Uo.,~ 

Pl .... write me 8Z1!/' sUSgestions about. possible alter.tions. j,ll _libel'll ot t.be 
cozmnitte. are regarded as invited diaCUIIsante tor all symposia. It you haw no hotel 
accomodat.ions resoned by the AJ.M, please write as e.rly as poss1bl.e to the cbai:naan 
at our locu Committee, Prot. G.Holton, Dept.. ot Physics, Hanard. tmivel'llit.y, Cambridg., 
Massabhllsette. 

PGJ' ... 

With the .zpre8llioa. ot.., hest regard.a, 
Val7' s1ncarel,y yOlU'll, 


